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About Us
We met a little over 5 years ago and married 2 years later. Our 
first date was at a Dave and Busters where we were able to watch 
sports and play games. From there, we discovered together we 
enjoy movies, board and video games, traveling, watching sports, 
concerts, plays/musicals and hanging out with friends. We find new 
food varieties and destinations around our city to continually have 
new experiences even in our hometown. We are animal lovers and 
currently have a cat, Willow, we love and spoil. We believe in having 
a strong faith. We both grew up in church and will introduce the child 
to church.

Jeremy by jennifer:
Jeremy is the sweetest man I know. He is kind, loving and affectionate, 

compassionate and generous. He shows his love for me every day through 

all the little acts of love he does always. He is always a gentleman and is 

supportive and respectful of me and my opinions, beliefs and dreams. He 

is adventurous and willing to try whatever new travel, food, or experiences I 

want to attempt. He is a man dedicated to family and friends.

Jen by jeremy:
 When I met Jen, I knew I had met someone I could spend my life with and start 

a family. Jen has become my rock. I know no matter how my day goes or what I 

am going through I know Jen will always be there for me. Jen has such a gentle 

heart and heart to be a mom. The way she interacts with our nieces from Charleigh 

who is 15 months to Hannah who is 17 lets me know she will be a great mother to 

whomever picks us to be parents.

Jen keeps me on schedule and on track 

with scheduling events, work, and family 

events. If it wasn’t for Jen I might show up 

late to every event I am supposed to show up to. Jen’s willingness to try new things 

and to see the world have led to going to new places I never thought I would, like 

Bermuda. Jen has opened my mind to new foods, deepened the joy I get from go-

ing to see plays, and the overall happiness in my life.



Jen’s 
Facts & Favorites

Occupation:  Pharmacist

Hobbies:  Reading, cooking, baking

Movie: Shawshank Redemption,
 White Christmas, 

TV show:  NCIS, 
Outlander

Season:  Fall

Color:  Blue and purple

Vacation spot:  Anywhere & everywhere

Jeremy’s
Facts & Favorites

Occupation:  Personal Banker

Hobbies:  Golf and football

Movie: Caddyshack,
Blues Brothers 

TV show:  NCIS, 
American Ninja Warrior

Season:  Fall

Color:  Black and blue

Vacation spot:  Las Vegas, a Cruise

Our Home &
NEIGHBORHOOD

Our neighborhood is a newly built suburban neighbor-

hood. We built our house in 2018 and chose to build next 

door to friends of ours. We have a huge front yard that 

can be used to play sports in and a backyard that would 

be nice for a swing set. Our street is a cul-de-sac and 

the neighborhood is full of kids of all age ranges. The 

friends we live next to have a year and half old son who 

calls us Aunt Jen and Uncle Jeremy. We enjoy nights 

sitting outside on the patio with our fire pit. The people in 

the neighborhood are very open with each other and try to hangout as much 

as possible. The neighborhood has baby showers for the families, we do  

cookouts, go to birthday parties, and even play golf together.

The neighborhood is only minutes from the schools, parks, shopping, and hospitals if needed. We are thirty minutes away 

from two major cities that boast a well-known national zoo, an aquarium, and multiple museum centers. We are also just twenty 

minutes away from an amusement park and water park



We have a very close-knit group of friends. Jeremy’s friend group is larger and has been 
friends for over 20 years. They all grew up in a local church together. Jen’s friend group has 
been friends for over 15 years. Jen is a pharmacist and met a lot of them through pharmacy 
school or through pharmacies she has worked at. We enjoy traveling together. We like 
everything from boating trips, to bigger vacations, or just small weekend getaways. Jeremy 
sometimes will go on golf trips with his friends and Jen will take a vacation with her best 
friend when they can arrange it with their schedules. We have made friends in our neighbor-
hood as well. We will sit on each other’s patios, do dinner together, or play darts and Uno.

We are incredibly close with our families. Both sets of our parents, Jeremy’s sister,
both of Jen’s sisters and their families all live within 10 minutes of our home. 
Visiting each other’s homes is a regular occurrence. We have 4 nieces from Jen’s 
sisters whom we adore. We are godparents together for the youngest niece and 
Jen is godmother to two others as well. We see them constantly for different family 
functions, soccer games, helping transport them 
around, or any event they invite us to. We both talk to 

and see our parents on a regular basis. Jeremy’s parents have both retired and love to travel to 
see national parks. Jeremy’s parents are excited to be caregivers for their first grandchild when 
Jen and Jeremy work. Jen’s mom is retired, and her dad will be retired by the end of the year. 
They love babysitting their youngest grand-daughter and want to travel as well when Jen’s dad 
retires. Jen’s sisters are both nurses and Jeremy’s sister is a director for a nursing home. Each 
side of the extended family is full of aunts, uncles and extended relatives.

our friends & family

Jen with her older sister Amy

A family breakfast 

Vacation with our friends and neighbors 

Birthday party for Maria 

Jeremy on a golf trip with 3 of 
his life long friends

A night out Ax throwing with 
some of our friends

Jen with her sisters, nieces and parents 

Jen out to dinner with her friends

Us with our 3 oldest nieces



Dear Birth Mother,
First, let us say thank you for giving us the opportunity 
to be parents. We know this decision could not have been 
easy. We want to put your mind at ease that your baby 
will be raised with all the love and care we can manage 
and will be surrounded by supportive family and 
friends. Your baby will be raised in a loving and caring 
environment and we will encourage them to pursue their 
passions in life through their talents and interest. 
They will be the biggest blessing in our lives. We
 would love to share their journey with you in any way 
we can.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to introduce 
ourselves and tell you about us and our lives.

    Jeremy + Jen

Why Adoption
After we met and were making the decision to build a 
life together and discussed what our future was going to 
look like together, we both knew that included wanting a 
family. We have a lot of love to give. We have tried since 
we got married to have a child. We have attempted 
several fertility options and unfortunately, it did not result 
in a successful pregnancy. We suffered a miscarriage 
and the other attempts did not take. We decided after 
prayer and talking with friends who went through a 
similar experience and have adopted two beautiful kids, 
to open our home and hearts to a child who we
can love as our own. We are open to sharing our lives 
with a child of any race, gender, or ethnicity. We have 
tons of love and support that we want to share with 
a child. We always want to encourage any child to 
embrace their heritage in anyway possible.


